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Western Traditional Meets Eastern Energy
A partnership that exemplifies the best of ‘old’ and ‘new’ in the tourism industry.
In Singapore, one startup is leading the way with their optimism about the tourism
industry, and their voyage is being bolstered by one of Europe’s most established
brands.
A strategic collaboration in the heart of Asia
On 5 May 2021, NaviAsia and European Cruise Service (ECS) announced a
partnership that will contribute to the development of Asia as a cruise and leisure
destination.
NaviAsia, a young Singapore startup, is being backed by European Cruise Service. The
collaboration will see NaviAsia drive the partnership’s business throughout Asia, with
ECS providing support with their experience, expertise, best practices, contacts and
systems for accelerating growth.
NaviAsia: Young at heart, and led by two of Asia’s finest
While the young, Singapore-based NaviAsia begun operations in January 2021, the
team at the helm are industry heavyweights with over 40 years of management-level
experience under their belts.
Heading the company is Managing Director, Julieanne Yee. Having started her career
in the tourism and cruise industries in 2003, Julianne is a recognisable face in these
sectors, having successfully taken on management positions at renowned global
cruise lines and several cruise-related companies.
Alongside her is Adrian Wong, NaviAsia’s General Manager. Adrian is onboard with
over 20 years of expertise in destination management and business development.
Together, the pair bring their wide networks of cruise management and tourism
contacts to the team. They also share an excellent understanding of the industry’s
needs, and are well-equipped to lead NaviAsia towards their goal of expanding
through Asia. NaviAsia are focused on offering cruise services such as shore
excursions, ship agency, ground handling, destination management and in-house
training programmes.

ECS: The European veterans
On the other side of the partnership is ECS, who bring an unshakeable reputation to
the team. The industry veterans have been the main provider of cruise services for
foreign cruise ships calling Norwegian ports and fjords for over 160 years now, and
are the market leader in shore excursion operations and ships agency services
rendered to cruise ships calling upon ports in Northern Europe.
The organisation aims to strengthen their position in the Far East, and are set to
achieve this goal through their strategic partnership with NaviAsia.
A partnership of East and West, new and old
The partnership has come about as the two businesses share a synergy with their
vision of the industry, and a common drive for regional growth.
Both companies are optimistic about the state of the tourism industry, and see many
opportunities in the medium-to-long term. The company also shares a dedication to
serving regional customers, and see this as an ideal time for expansion across Asia.
For NaviAsia, their partnership with ECS enables the promising startup to leverage on
their established partner’s experience and expertise. Simultaneously, ECS are utilising
NaviAsia’s deep knowledge of the regional cruise and destination management
industry to drive the growth of the partnership in the region.
NaviAsia’s mission statement reads, “To explore and experience Asia on the path
untrodden”. This is true about their promise to customers, and their journey towards
dominance in Asia. The company’s operations extend across Singapore, Brunei, China
(including Hong Kong and Taiwan), Indonesia, Japan, South Korea, Thailand, Vietnam
and the Philippines.
And this is just the beginning, as the ambitious startup plans to continue expanding
their presence across Asia.
A bold outlook
Looking ahead, the outlook for the tourism industry is strong. And NaviAsia, – with
ECS’ support and experience – are looking to be among the very first to set sail
towards these opportunities, as soon as they present themselves.

